Abstract. Data citation has a profound impact on the reproducibility of science, a hot topic in many disciplines such as as astronomy, biology, physics, computer science and more. Lately, several authoritative journals have been requesting the sharing of data and the provision of validation methodologies for experiments (e.g., Nature Scientific Data and Nature Physics); these publications and the publishing industry in general see data citation as the means to provide new, reliable and usable means for sharing and referring to scientific data. In this paper, we present the state of the art of data citation and we discuss open issues and research directions with a specific focus on reproducibility. Furthermore, we investigate reproducibility issues by using experimental evaluation in Information Retrieval (IR) as a test case.
experimental evidence for scientific breakthroughs [38] . The preservation, management, access, discovery and retrieval of research data are topics of utmost importance as witnessed by the great deal of attention they are receiving from the scientific and publishing communities [19] . Along with the pervasiveness and availability of research data, we are witnessing the growing importance of citing these data. Indeed, data citation is required to make results of research fully available to others, provide suitable means to connect publications with the data they rely upon [53] , give credit to data creators, curators and publishers [18] , and enabling others to better build on previous results and to ask new questions about data [17] .
In the traditional context of printed material, the practice of citation has been evolving and adapting across the centuries [19] reaching a stable and reliable state; nevertheless, traditional citation methods and practices cannot be easily applied for citing data. Indeed, citing data poses new significant challenges, such as:
1. the use of heterogeneous data models and formats -e.g., flat data, relational databases, Comma Separated Value (CSV), eXtensible Markup Language (XML), Resource Description Framework (RDF) -requiring different methods to manage, retrieve and access the data; 2. the transience of data calling for versioning and archiving methods and systems; 3. the necessity to cite data at different levels of coarseness -e.g., if we consider a relational database, then we may need to cite a specific attribute, a tuple, a tuple sets, a table or the database as a whole -requiring methods to individuate, select and reference specific subsets of data; 4. the necessity to automatically generate citations to data because we cannot assume that the people citing the data understand the complexity of a dataset, know how data should be cited in a specific context, and select relevant information to form a complete and correct citation.
As a consequence, traditional practices need to evolve and adapt in order to provide effective and usable methods for citing data.
IR represents a challenging field for data citation as well as for reproducibility. In particular, experimental evaluation in IR represents an effective testbed for new ideas and methods for reproducing experiments and citing data. Indeed, reproducing IR experiments is extremely challenging and there are three main different areas that are of major concern for reproducibility: experiments (or system runs), experimental collections, and meta-evaluation studies. Experiments can be seen as the output of a retrieval system -e.g., a ranking list of documents -given a corpus of documents and an information need; to reproduce an experiment we need to get access to the corpus or sub-corpus and to the information needs used in the experiments as well as the software and the methods employed. Meta-evaluation studies are even more complex since they often involve manipulation of the data used in the actual analysis; this, among other things, requires to keep track of the provenance of the data and to include provenance information also in the citations to data. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly presents the state of the art of research in data citation and some open issues and research lines focusing also on provenance which is particularly important for reproducibility in IR. Section 3 describes the main issues concerning reproducibility in IR evaluation with a specific focus on the role of data citation in this context. Finally, Section 4 draws some final remarks.
Data Citation: Open Issues and Research Directions
Data citation is a complex problem that can be tackled from many perspectives and involves different areas of information and computer science. Overall, data citation has been studied from two main angles: the scholar publishing viewpoint and the infrastructural and computational one.
The former has been investigating the core principles for data citation and the conditions that any data citation solution should meet [1, 32] ; the need to connect scientific publications and the underlying data [15] ; the role of data journals [24] ; the definition of metrics based on data citations [39] ; and the measurement of datasets impact [11, 47] .
The latter has been focusing on the infrastructures and systems required to handle the evolution of data such as archiving systems for XML [21] , RDF [43] and databases [45] ; the use of persistent identifiers [41, 52] ; the definition frameworks and ontologies to publish data [34] ; and, the creation of repositories to store and provide access to data [4, 23] .
As described in [20] , from the computational perspective the problem of data citation can be formulated as follows: "Given a dataset D and a query Q, generate an appropriate citation C". Several of the existing approaches to address this problem allow us to reference datasets as a single unit having textual data serving as metadata source, but as pointed out by [45] most data citations "can often not be generated automatically and they are often not machine interpretable". Furthermore, most data citation approaches do not provide ways to cite datasets with variable granularity.
Until now, the problem of how to cite a dataset at different levels of coarseness, to automatically generate citations and to create human-and machinereadable citations has been tackled only by a few working systems. In [45] an approach relying on persistent and timestamped queries to cite relational databases has been proposed; this method has been implemented to work with CSV files [46] . On the other hand, this system does not provide a suitable means to automatically generate human-and machine-readable citations. In [22] a rule-based citation system that creates machine-and human-readable citations by using only the information present in the data has been proposed for citing XML. This system has been extended into a methodology that works with database views provided that the data to be cited can be represented as a hierarchy [20] . [49] proposed a methodology for citing XML data based on machine learning techniques, which allows us to create citations with variable granularity learning from examples and reducing the human effort to a minimum. In [48] a methodology based on named meta-graphs to cite RDF sub-graphs has been proposed; this solution for RDF graphs targets the variable granularity problem and proposes an approach to create human-readable and machine-actionable data citations even though the actual elements composing a citation are not automatically selected. In the context of RDF citation, [34] proposed the nanopublication model where a single statement RDF triple is made citable in its own right; the idea is to enrich a statement via annotations adding context information such as time, authority and provenance. The statement becomes a publication itself carrying all the information to be understood, validated and re-used. This solution is centered around a single statement and the possibility of enriching it.
A great deal of attention has been dedicated to the use of persistent identifiers [9, 41, 52] such as Digital Object Identifiers (DOI), Persistent Uniform Resource Locator (PURL) and the Archival Resource Key (ARK). Normally, these solutions propose to associate a persistent identifier with a citable dataset and to create a related set of metadata (e.g., author, version, URL) to be used to cite the dataset. Persistent identifiers are foundational for data citation, but they represent just one part of the solution since they do not allow us to create citations with variable granularity, unless we create a unique identifier for each single datum in a dataset, which in most of the cases may be unfeasible. As a consequence, the use of persistent identifiers as well as their study and evaluation is mainly related to the publication of research data in order to provide a handle for subsequent citation purposes rather than a data citation solution itself.
Data citation is a compound and complex problem and a "one size fits all" system to address it does not exist, yet. Indeed, as we have discussed above, flat data, relational databases, XML and RDF datasets are intrinsically different one from the other, present heterogeneous structures and functions and, as a consequence, require specific solutions for addressing data citation problems. Furthermore, different communities present specific peculiarities, practices and policies that must be considered when a citation to data has to be provided.
As a consequence, within the context of data citation, there are several open issues and research directions we can take into account:
Automatic generation of citations Most of the solutions addressing this problem work for XML data because they exploit its hierarchical structure to gather the relevant (meta)data to be used in a citation. On the other hand, there is no ready to use solution for non-hierarchical datasets as it may be a relational database or a RDF dataset. A further problem is to automatically create citations for data with no structure at all.
Citation identity This problem refers to the necessity of uniquely identifying a citation to data and of being able to discriminate between two citations referring to different data or different versions of the same data and between two different citations referring to the same data.
Citation containment We need to define some methods to check if a citation refers to a superset or a subset of the data cited by another citation; somehow, we may need to define hierarchies of citations in order to identify the relationships they have one with the other.
Citation identity and containment have a direct impact on the definition of data citation indexes that can be used to assess the overall impact of a dataset and to quantify the impact and the contribution of a data creator/curator as we now do with bibliometrical indicators based on traditional citations.
Versioning One of the main differences between traditional citations and data citations is that data may not be fixed, but it may evolve through time; indeed, new data may be added to a dataset, some changes may occur, some mistakes may be fixed or new information may be added. All these changes in a dataset reflect on the citations to data that have been produced. Indeed, a citation needs to ensure that the data a citation uses is identical to that cited [8] . Several archiving and versioning systems have been proposed especially for relational databases and XML data, but they have not been incorporated with data citation solutions, yet.
Provenance Provenance information plays a central role because we may need to reconstruct the chain of ownership of a data object or the chain of modifications that occurred to it in order to produce a reliable citation. New solutions have to be provided to integrate data citation with currently employed systems controlling and managing the data workflow.
A further challenge is represented by streaming data which may not been always available or which keep constantly changing through time.
Groups of citations and the empty set Most of the solutions we discussed above are oriented to the citation of a single datum such as a single node, a set of connected nodes in a hierarchy or a set of connected statements in a RDF dataset. On the other hand, we may need to provide a suitable citation for hundreds or thousands of independent data; let us imagine a query to a relational database returning a hundred of possibly unrelated tuples, how do we provide a single citation for this result set?
Vice versa, a related problem is how to define a suitable citation for the empty set. In other terms, how do we create a citation for a query that returns no results?
Supporting scientific claims Scientific claims are often based on evidence gathered from data. They could be related to a single datum or to multiple data coming from the same source or from different sources. Data citation can be used to support such claims and to provide a means to verify their reliability. Actionable papers aim at connecting the presented results with the data from which they have been derived; in this case, we are foreseeing an evolution of such papers, where every single component of a scientific statement can be related to a piece of evidence (data) supporting it and some sort of automatic inference can be carried out.
Reproducibility Open Issues: The Example of IR Evaluation
Performances of IR systems are determined not only by their efficiency but also and most importantly by their effectiveness, i.e. their ability to retrieve and better rank relevant information resources while at the same time suppressing the retrieval of not relevant ones. Due to the many sources of uncertainty, as for example vague user information needs, unstructured information sources, or subjective notion of relevance, experimental evaluation is the only mean to assess the performances of IR systems from the effectiveness point of view. Experimental evaluation relies on the Cranfield paradigm which makes use of experimental collections, consisting of documents, sampled from a real domain of interest; topics, representing real user information needs in that domain; and, relevance judgements, determining which documents are relevant to which topics [37] .
Reproducing IR experiments is extremely challenging, even when they are very well-documented [31] . There are three main different areas that are of major concern for reproducibility: system runs, experimental collections, and metaevaluation studies.
The most common concern for reproducibility are system runs, i.e. the outputs of the execution of an IR system, since they are what typically researchers and developers want to compare their new ideas against. Even if you use the same datasets and even if you rely on shared open source software, there are often many hidden parameters and tunings which hamper the reproducibility of algorithms and techniques. The situation is even more challenging when you also rely on user-interaction data. Approaches like Evaluation-as-a-Service [36] , based on open interfaces and virtual machines as in The Incredible Research Assistant (TIRA)
4 [44] , or Open Runs [55] , i.e. system runs backed by a software repository that captures the code to recreate the run, are now starting to explore how to face these issues.
Experimental collections are the core of evaluation and they are used for many years, often for purposes different from those that led to their creation. Nevertheless, they are not yet a primary focus for reproducibility, even if they should be, given their central role in experimentation. Indeed, it is important to understand their limitations and their generalizability as well as to reproduce the process that led to their creation. This is not always trivial since, for example, documents may be ephemeral data such as tweets [10] , topics may be sampled from real system logs [?], relevance judgments are made by (disagreeing) humans [54] and, more and more often, using crowdsourcing [7] .
Even if IR has a long tradition in ensuring that the due scientific rigor is guaranteed in producing experimental data, it has not a similar tradition in managing and taking care of such valuable data [5, 27] . This represents a serious obstacle to facing the above mentioned challenges. For example, there is a lack of commonly agreed formats for modeling and describing the experimental data as well as almost no metadata (descriptive, administrative, copyright, etc.) for annotating and enriching them. The semantics of the data themselves is often not explicit and it is demanded to the scripts typically used for processing them, which are often not well documented, rely on rigid assumptions on the data format or even on side effects in processing the data. Finally, IR lacks a commonly agreed mechanism for citing and linking data to the papers describing them [51] .
As there are many different terms relating to various kinds of reproducibility [26] , the Platform, Research goal, Implementation, Method, Actor, and Data (PRIMAD) (pronounce "primed") model, proposed by [3, 30] , can act as a framework to distinguish the major components describing an experiment in computer science (and related fields):
Research Goal characterizes the purpose of a study; Method is the specific approach proposed or considered by the researcher; Implementation refers to the actual implementation of the method, usually in some programming language; Platform describes the underlying hard-and software like the operating system and the computer used; Data consists of two parts, namely the input data and the specific parameters chosen to carry out the method; Actor refers to the experimenter As an example, consider a student performing a retrieval experiment. The research goal is to achieve a high retrieval quality, and as method chosen is the BM25 formula. Experiments use the LEMUR system as implementation, under the operating system Ubuntu 15.10 on a Dell xyz server. The GOV2 collection serves as input data, and a specific setting of the BM25 parameters is chosen. The actor is the student performing the runs.
When another researcher now tries to reproduce the experiment described above, she will change one or more of the components. In case she tries to rerun the experiment without changing anything else 5 , then we have another actor, that is, A is changed to A , the actor is "primed". If successful, this experiment would demonstrate that the original researcher has supplied enough information to ensure reproducibility. In case the results of the experiment are the same, then the original findings have been successfully reproduced and thus confirmed. Now let us look at changes of the other components:
R → R : When the research goal is changed, then we re-purpose some of the components of the experiment for another research question (for example, performing interactive retrieval experiments). So method and implementation usually are also changed, and other components as well. M → M : Most of the research in the field of IR deals with the investigation of alternative methods (retrieval models, formulas). This implies also a new implementation I , which often runs on a different platform. However, for performing comparisons, the (input) data should be the same. I → I : Here a researcher uses a different implementation, say Terrier instead of Lemur, or does their own reimplementation. However, also in this case, we note a lack of attention to data citation. Indeed, the PRIMAD model allows us to have a common framework to describe what has changed from one experiment to another and to clearly define the kind of reproduciblity we are achieving (or not). Nevertheless, all these changes modeled by the framework should be backed by a proper data citation mechanism that allows us to track them and to reference back to them.
There have been early examples of systems to manage IR experimental data, such as EvaluatIR [13] and Distributed Information Retrieval Evaluation Campaign Tool (DIRECT)
6 [4, 6] , but they have not been designed with reproducibility and/or data citation as goals. More recently, steps forward more fine grained models and systems have been proposed, as for example LOD-DIRECT 7 [50] which uses semantic Web and Linked Open Data (LOD) technologies to model IR evaluation data and make them linkable, or nanopublications for IR evaluation [42] .
All these examples provide bit and pieces which may exploited or further developed to support reproducibility and data citation in IR evaluation but a more comprehensive and holistic approach would be needed. Indeed, a full fledged abstract conceptual framework for describing IR experiments with reproducibility and data citation in mind, e.g. an evolution of PRIMAD, should be paired with semantic models clearly formalizing it, e.g. a further development of LOD-DIRECT, and proper systems should be developed to implement and operationalize it, e.g. starting from DIRECT and TIRA.
Final Remarks
In this paper we discussed reproducibility in science by highlighting why it is important and the main issues that need to be addressed. Data citation plays a central role for enabling reproducibility, but despite its importance and the attention dedicated by the information and computer science communities, there still are several open issues that need to be tackled in order to have a general and usable data citation system. Hence, we outlined the main open issues and research direction in data citation. Moreover, we presented the concrete use case of IR experimental evaluation highlighting the state of the art, the open problems and where data citation can play a central role for enabling effective reproducibility in IR.
